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Boys of
Wartime:
Will at the
Battle of
Gettysburg
Scholastic

Inc.
The powerful
story of an 
eleven-year-
old Black
boy
determined
to stand up
for his
rights,
who's pulled
into the

action of the
1963 civil
rights demon
strations in
Birmingham,
Alabama.
Rufus
Jackson
Jones is
from
Birmingham,
the place
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Dr. Martin
Luther King
Jr. called
the most
segregated
place in the
country. A
place that
in 1963 is
full of
civil rights
activists
including
Dr. King.
The adults
are trying
to get more
attention to
their
cause--to
show that
separate is
not equal.
Rufus’s dad
works at the
local steel
factory, and
his mom is a

cook at the
mill. If
they
participate
in marches,
their bosses
will fire
them. So
that’s where
the kids
decide they
will come
in. Nobody
can fire
them. So on
a bright May
morning in
1963, Rufus
and his
buddies join
thousands of
other
students to
peacefully
protest in a
local park.
There they
are met with

policemen and
firemen who
turn their
powerful
hoses on
them, and
that’s where
Rufus
realizes
that they
are the
fire. And
they will
not be put
out. Shelia
Moses gives
readers a
deeply
personal
account of
one boy’s
heroism
during what
came to be
known as the
Children’s
Crusade in
this
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important
novel that
highlights a
key turning
point in the
civil rights
movement.
A Princeton
Companion
Penguin
On the night that
Chancey is born, a
"fire star" gallops
across the sky, a
signal that a great
horse has entered
the world. But it will
take many years of
slights and
hardships before
the orphaned
albino will believe
that the prophecy is
truly meant for him.
(Age 9 and up) On
the night that
Chancey is born, a
"fire star" gallops
across the sky, a
signal that a great
horse has entered

the world. But it will
take many years of
slights and
hardships before
the orphaned albino
will believe that the
prophecy is truly
meant for him. First
he must find a
home at the Maury
River Stables and a
girl named Claire
who needs him as
much as he needs
her. Then, when his
aching joints and
impending
blindness bring an
end to their training
together, he must
start a new chapter
as a therapeutic
horse, healing
people with wounds
both visible and
unseen. In the
manner of a latter-
day Black Beauty,
Chancey’s
observant voice
narrates this
absorbing story,
filled with

fascinating details of
life at the stable and
keen insight into
equine instinct,
human emotion,
and the ineffable
bond that connects
them both.
The Agony of Alice
Knopf
1968 looks like it'll
be a pretty good year
for Jaynell Lambert.
The town's going to
pave the dirt road she
lives on, her girly-girl
sister, Racine, isn't
driving her
completely crazy, and
Grandpap has just
moved in with his
new emerald green
Cadillac convertible.
Jaynell and Grandpap
have something
special. But why
won't Grandpap tell
her the reason he
visits with the dirt-
poor Pickens family
on the other side of
town? When Jaynell
finds out Grandpap's
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secret, the legacy of an
old man transforms a
family, and a town.
"At once gritty and
poetic, stark and
sentimental . . . a solid
page turner. Holt once
again displays her
remarkable
gift."(School Library
Journal, starred
review)

Chancey:
Horses of the
Maury River
Stables
Penguin
NEW YORK
TIMES BEST
SELLER • An
inspiring and
intimate self-
portrait of the
champion of
equality that
encompasses
her brilliant
tennis career,
unwavering
activism, and

an ongoing
commitment to
fairness and
social justice.
“A story about
the personal
strength,
immense
growth, and
undeniable
greatness of
one woman
who fearlessly
stood up to a
culture trying
to break her
down.”—Serena
Williams In this
spirited
account, Billie
Jean King
details her
life's journey to
find her true
self. She
recounts her
groundbreaking
tennis

career—six
years as the
top-ranked
woman in the
world, twenty
Wimbledon
championships,
thirty-nine
grand-slam
titles, and her
watershed
defeat of Bobby
Riggs in the
famous "Battle
of the Sexes."
She poignantly
recalls the
cultural
backdrop of
those years
and the
profound
impact on her
worldview from
the women's
movement, the
assassinations
and anti-war
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protests of the
1960s, the civil
rights
movement, and,
eventually, the
LGBTQ+ rights
movement. She
describes the
myriad
challenges
she's hurdled—e
ntrenched
sexism, an
eating disorder,
near financial
peril after
being outed—on
her path to
publicly and
unequivocally
acknowledging
her sexual
identity at the
age of fifty-
one. She talks
about how her
life today
remains one of

indefatigable
service. She
offers insights
and advice on
leadership,
business,
activism,
sports, politics,
marriage
equality,
parenting,
sexuality, and
love. And she
shows how
living honestly
and openly has
had a
transformative
effect on her
relationships
and happiness.
Hers is the
story of a
pathbreaking
feminist, a
world-class
athlete, and an
indomitable

spirit whose
impact has
transcended
even her
spectacular
achievements
in sports.
The Witchy Worries
of Abbie Adams
Penguin
Includes the
proceedings of the
Society.
The Second Mrs.
Darcy Penguin
Kit, Zander, and
M. K. West are
settling into their
new lives as
students at the
Academy for the
Exploratory
Sciences when Kit
finds another
mysterious map
left for him by their
father, the brilliant,
famous — and
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presumed dead —
explorer Alexander
West. Why did
Alexander leave the
maps behind, and
why are
government agents
so determined to
seize them? What is
really going on in a
mysterious and
unknown stretch of
the Caribbean,
famous for its
violent storms and
shipwrecks? And
what is the huge
contraption M. K.
is building in her
workshop? As two
world powers come
to the brink of war,
Kit must find a
deadly hidden
island and unlock
its secrets, hoping
he has the courage
to follow the trail of

maps, wherever it
may lead.
History of Cass
County, Indiana
Psychology Press
A Romeo & Juliet tale
for Hamilton! fans. In
post-American
Revolution New York
City, Theodosia Burr,
a scholar with the skills
of a socialite, is all
about charming the
right people on behalf
of her father—Senator
Aaron Burr, who is
determined to win the
office of president in
the pivotal election of
1800. Meanwhile,
Philip Hamilton, the
rakish son of
Alexander Hamilton,
is all about being
charming on behalf of
his libido. When the
two first meet, it seems
the ongoing feud
between their
politically opposed
fathers may be
hereditary. But soon,

Theodosia and Philip
must choose between
love and family, desire
and loyalty, and
preserving the legacy
their flawed fathers
fought for or creating
their own. Love,
Theodosia is a smart,
funny, swoony take on
a fiercely intelligent
woman with feminist
ideas ahead of her time
who has long-deserved
center stage. A
refreshing spin on the
Hamiltonian era and
the characters we have
grown to know and
love. It’s also a
heartbreaking romance
of two star-crossed
lovers, an achingly
bittersweet “what
if.” Despite their
fathers’ bitter rivalry,
Theodosia and Philip
are drawn to each
other and, in what
unrolls like a Jane
Austen novel of
manners, we find
ourselves entangled in
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the world of Hamilton
and Burr once again as
these heirs of famous
enemies are driven
together despite every
reason not to be.
The Clockwork
Three
McSweeney's
For the 90th
anniversary of
Winnie-the-Pooh,
a sequel featuring
new stories and a
new character from
the Hundred Acre
Wood. Now a
New York Times
Bestseller. The
Trustees of the
Pooh Properties
have
commissioned four
authors to write in
the timeless style of
A.A. Milne to
create a quartet of
charming new
adventures for

Winnie-the-Pooh,
Christopher Robin,
and their friends.
Winter, Spring,
Summer, and Fall:
take a trip back to
the Hundred Acre
Wood with a
collection of tales
sure to delight year-
round. One story
finds Winnie-the-
Pooh and Piglet on
a quest to discover
the "Sauce of the
Nile" (they suspect
it's apple). And in
another, all the
animals rally
around poor
Eeyore when he
thinks he sees
another donkey
eyeing his clover.
The winter story
features a new
penguin character,
based on a stuffed

toy owned by
Christopher Robin
Milne himself.
Readers of all ages
will love
rediscovering old
friends and making
new ones in this
essential new
volume of Pooh
stories. The book
feature beautiful
color artwork in the
style of Ernest H.
Shepard by Mark
Burgess.
A Pickpocket's
Tale Delacorte
Books for Young
Readers
Several students
relate their
experiences
helping Mr. Terupt
move the old
classroom to the
sixth grade annex
during the summer
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vacation.
One Hundred Years
of the African
Methodist Episcopal
Zion Church Simon
and Schuster
Palace
BeautifulPenguin
Amber Brown Goes
Fourth Simon and
Schuster
A perfect Common
Core tie-in, A
Pickpocket's Tale
includes nonfiction
backmatter with a
historical map of
New York City in
1730, a glossary of
period vocabulary
words, and an
explanatory note
titled "How Much of
This Story Is True?"
Molly Abraham is a
kinchin mort: a ten-
year-old thief trying
not to starve on the
London streets. But
everything changes

for Molly when she is
sentenced to be
transported to the
American colonies.
She becomes an
indentured servant to
a kind Jewish family
in New York City,
and Molly has it
good. So why is it
that all she wants to
do is go back to
London? Karen
Schwabach uses
richly detailed
descriptions and
authentic period
language to bring
history to life. She
skillfully explores the
subjects of Jewish
culture in Colonial
America and
London street culture
in this gritty yet
heartwarming debut
novel.
Willa by Heart
Lake Union
Publishing

From New York
Times bestselling
author Meg Waite
Clayton comes a
riveting novel based
on one of the most
volatile and
intoxicating real-life
love affairs of the
twentieth century.
Key West, 1936.
Headstrong,
accomplished
journalist Martha
Gellhorn is
confident with
words but less so
with men when she
meets disheveled
literary titan Ernest
Hemingway in a
dive bar. Their
friendship--forged
over writing, talk,
and family
dinners--flourishes
into something
undeniable in
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Madrid while
they're covering the
Spanish Civil War.
Martha reveres
him. The very
married
Hemingway is
taken with
Martha--her
beauty, her
ambition, and her
fearless spirit. And
as Hemingway tells
her, the most
powerful love
stories are always
set against the fury
of war. The risks are
so much greater.
They're made for
each other. With
their romance
unfolding as they
travel the globe,
Martha establishes
herself as one of the
world's foremost
war

correspondents, and
Hemingway begins
the novel that will
win him the Nobel
Prize for Literature.
Beautiful Exiles is a
stirring story of
lovers and rivals, of
the breathless
attraction to power
and fame, and of
one woman--ahead
of her
time--claiming her
own identity from
the wreckage of
love.
My Name Is Not
Angelica
HarperCollins
Computers have
failed, electricity is
extinct, and the
race to discover
new lands is
underway! Brilliant
explorer Alexander
West has just died

under mysterious
circumstances, but
not before
smuggling half of a
strange map to his
intrepid
children—Kit the
brain, M.K. the
tinkerer, and
Zander the brave.
Why are so many
government agents
trying to steal the
half-map? (And
where is the other
half?) It’s up to
Alexander’s
children—the
Expeditioners—to
get to the bottom of
these questions,
and fast.
The Expeditioners
and the Treasure of
Drowned Man's
Canyon Yearling
Abbie Adams is a
witch. She can't tell
anyone, even her best
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friend, Callie, who
notices Abbie acting
strange. Instead she
uses memory-erasing
spells to keep things
under control. Abbie
hopes for some
normalcy when her
father brings home a
kitten, but when Abbie
looks into its eyes, she
sees a trapped boy.
Now Abbie needs her
magic more than ever.
Saving him becomes
even more important
when her family
realizes the kitten is
actually the young
Thomas Edison. The
world will be a much
different place if they
can't return him to
create his famous
inventions!
R My Name Is
Rachel Random
House Books for
Young Readers
Eleven-year-old
Polly Peabody
knows her family?s

world-famous
rhubarb farm is
magical. The plants
taste like chocolate,
jewels appear in the
soil, bugs talk to her,
and her best friend is
a rhubarb plant
named Harry. But
the most magical
thing is that every
single Monday, at
exactly 1:00, it rains.
Until the Monday
when the rain just
stops. Now it?s up to
Polly to figure out
why?and whether her
brother?s mysterious
illness and her
glamorous aunt
Edith?s sudden desire
to sell the farm have
anything to do with
it. Most of all, Polly
has to make it start
raining again before
it?s too late. Her
brother?s life, the
plants? survival, and

her family?s future all
depend on it.
Kathleen Van Cleve
has woven an
unforgettable
comingof- age tale
with all the heart and
wonder of a Roald
Dahl novel.
Encyclopedia of the
Blues Penguin
Myra is used to
keeping her feet firmly
on the ground. She's
got four younger
brothers, overworked
parents, and a
pregnant older sister,
and if Myra wasn't
there to take care of
everyone, they'd
probably fall apart. But
when her boyfriend
unceremoniously
dumps her, Myra feels
like she's lost her
footing. Suddenly
she's doing things she
never would've a few
months earlier:
quitting her job,
applying for a
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scholarship to study
birds in the Galapogos,
and falling for a guy
who's encouraging her
to leap from her old life
. . . and fly. Set in the
Salt Lake City area,
Girls Don't Fly is full of
intelligence, humor,
and is a refreshing
change of pace for teen
readers.
The Best Bear in All
the World Simon and
Schuster
A stunning repackage
of a companion to
Mildred D. Taylor's
Roll of Thunder, Hear
My Cry, with cover art
by two-time Caldecott
Honor Award winner
Kadir Nelson! As
America hovers on the
brink of war,
seventeen year-old
Cassie Logan fights a
battle closer to home.
She dreams of college
and law school. But no
amount of schooling
can prepare her for the
violent explosion that

takes place when her
friend Moe lashes out
at his white
tormentors--an action
unheard of in
Mississippi as the
country prepares for
World War II. Moe
will be in even greater
danger if he stays in
town, so it is up to
Cassie, her brother,
and their friends to
accompany Moe on
the road to
Memphis--and to
safety. "Cassie recounts
harrowing events
during late 1941. An
engrossing picture of
fine young people
endeavoring to find the
right way in a world
that persistently
wrongs
them."—Kirkus
Reviews "An
enlightening, moving
novel."—Publishers
Weekly
Beautiful Exiles
Penguin

Only Amber Brown
can handle going to a
new grade without
her best friend with
such honesty,
humor, and heart.
Amber Brown isn't
entirely ready for
fourth grade. She has
her pens, pencils,
new clothes, and new
shoes. But the one
thing she doesn't
have is her best
friend, Justin Daniels.
Justin has moved
away, leaving Amber
utterly best friend-
less. Amber knows
Justin can't be
replaced, but she is
on the lookout for a
new friend. Brandi
seems a likely choice,
but does Brandi want
to choose Amber in
return? Will Amber
Brown go fourth, and
go forth, with a new
best friend? Along
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with the ups and
downs of shared
custody, the Amber
Brown chapter books
are beloved for
tackling relatable
dilemmas with
thoughtfulness,
humor, and plenty of
puns.
Lara's Gift Penguin
Ella Barron runs her
Texas boarding house
with the efficiency of a
ship's captain and the
grace of a
gentlewoman. She
cares for her ten-year-
old son, Solly, a sweet
but challenging child
whose busy behavior
and failure to speak
elicits undesired
advice from others in
town. Ella's plate is full
from sunup to
sundown. But when a
room in her boarding
house opens up and
the respected town
doctor, Dr. Kincaid,
brings Ella a new

boarder--the handsome
and gallant Mr. David
Rainwater--Ella is
immediately resistant
to opening up her
home to this
mysterious stranger.
Maryland Historical
Magazine Yearling
Books
In this historical
novel set in the
Virgin Islands of
1733, Raisha escapes
from her Dutch
"owners" in time to
witness the mass
suicide of her fellow
slaves, who prefer
death to recapture.
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